Legal discourse in the digital public square is driven by memoranda, motions, briefs, contracts, legislation, testimony, and judicial opinions. And as lawyers are taught from their first day of law school, the strength of these genres of legal communication is built on authority. But finding that authority often depends on a duopoly of for-profit legal research resources: Westlaw and Lexis. Although contemporary legal practice relies on these databases, they are far from ethically neutral. Not only are these “data cartels” expensive—creating significant access to justice challenges—they also are controlled by parent companies that profit by providing information to Immigration and Customs Enforcement that is used to surveil, arrest, and deport immigrants, creating a sense of ethical unease in the colloquial sense. One way to make legal research (and by extension, legal practice) more publicly and ethically accessible is to find ways to increase the availability of alternative and supplemental options to research authority. That said, the challenge is that there are not enough free, public alternatives.

Wikipedia has the power to disrupt these data cartels and increase public access to legal information. The non-profit, publicly-funded encyclopedia that anyone can edit is already the silent first stop for many legal researchers including judges, lawyers, and the public. With expert editing by law students and junior lawyers Wikipedia could become much more than a first step. This Essay builds on the scholarly literature and multiple years of classroom experience to suggest that law students are particularly well-positioned to challenge the singular reliance on data cartels by reimagining Wikipedia’s place in law and legal education. Further, teaching law students how to use and maintain Wikipedia sidesteps colloquial
ethical issues raised by data cartels and produces concrete benefits for students: editing Wikipedia creates substantive opportunities to investigate different genres of legal writing, allows integration of students’ legal research and writing skills into practice, and instills ethical service obligations and provides professional identity formation opportunities during students’ formative years. With proper training, law students can grow as lawyers and legal writers while also making significant and meaningful contributions to the accessibility of legal knowledge during law school and beyond by creating and editing Wikipedia articles that are free, accurate, and ethical sources of that knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2014, one of us authored a student Note on nonconsensual intimate imagery, then often referred to as “revenge porn.” She began her research where many students, associates, clerks, and scholars often secretly do: Wikipedia. Except there was nothing there. Despite the rising prevalence of revenge porn as a problem, no article existed. As a longtime Wikipedia editor, she decided to create the article about revenge porn herself. It mirrored aspects of her Note by discussing the usability of select legal doctrines and identifying potential hurdles to enforcement of existing laws. It was just over 1,700 words long, with 43 footnotes. It was featured on

---

1 Amanda Levendowski, Using Copyright to Combat Revenge Porn, 3 N.Y.U. INTELL. PROP. & ENT. L.J. 422, 422 (2014).

2 Neil Thompson, Brian Flanagan, Edana Richardson, Brian McKenzie & Xueyun Luo, Trial By Internet: A Randomized Field Experiment on Wikipedia’s Influence on Judges’ Legal Reasoning, in CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF EXPERIMENTAL JURISPRUDENCE. (Kevin Tobia ed., forthcoming 2023) (manuscript at 28), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4174200. Amanda previously advised the Wikimedia Foundation as an associate as Cooley, as well as a Clinical Teaching Fellow with the Technology Law and Policy Clinic. All discussion is based on publicly available information.


4 LiAnna Davis, From Student to Professor: Amanda Levendowski, WIKIEDU (Nov. 16, 2020), https://wikiedu.org/blog/2020/11/16/from-student-to-professor-amanda-levendowski/. The revenge porn article was created as an independent study, supervised by Chris Sprigman, believed to be the first of its kind at an American law school. To our knowledge, only one other comparable Wikipedia-editing independent study has been undertaken: it was by Yilu Zhang in 2017 to improve the chart of every Supreme Court trademark case article. List of United States Supreme Court Case Law: Revision History, WIKIPEDIA, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_United_States_Supreme_Court_trademark_case_law&action=history (last visited May 23, 2023). Zhang’s project was completed under Professor Levendowski’s supervision at NYU Law.


6 Id. The Note itself, drafted in an advance copyright course, was more than 7,500 words long with 133 footnotes. Levendowski, supra note 1.
the Wikipedia homepage. Today, the “revenge porn” Wikipedia article has been viewed more than three million times and has more than 500 subsequent contributors. And at least a few of those views were for legal research. A New York judge cited the article for its definition of revenge porn in the state’s first trial court decision on the issue.

Her story should not be an outlier. Improving the encyclopedia anyone can edit is one of the most effective ways for law students to contribute to and publicly catalog legal conversations for the benefit of courts, scholars, students, pro se litigants, and the public at large. Despite Wikipedia’s reputation as unreliable according to some, the site is a trusted resource—even by judges. Judge Richard Posner has proclaimed that “Wikipedia is a terrific resource . . . Partly because it is so convenient, it often has been updated recently and is very accurate.” Its articles have a measurable impact on courts. Almost every circuit court has cited Wikipedia, it has been used in both civil and criminal cases, and many parties have used it as evidence. It’s also freely and easily


9 People v. Barber, No. 2013NY059761 2014 N.Y. Slip Op. 50193(U), at *1 n.1 (N.Y. Crim. Ct. Feb. 18, 2014) (“This phenomenon has become common enough to have its own Wikipedia page, which defines the conduct as ‘sexually explicit media that is publicly shared online without the consent of the pictured individual.’ . . . That is precisely what is alleged in this case.”).


12 Thompson et al., supra note 2 at 28.

accessible to anyone with an Internet connection, unlike expensive legal subscription services like Westlaw and Lexis.\textsuperscript{14} But the value of editing Wikipedia does not only come from its impact. The process of editing presents a unique opportunity for law students and junior lawyers to become better legal researchers and writers.

Wikipedia includes thousands of articles about legal cases and doctrines, from tax to torts to trademarks.\textsuperscript{15} These articles vary in quality and utility—some do not Bluebook case names or citations, others feature messy organization and poor draftsmanship, others only offer high-level descriptions of intricate legal concepts, others fail to account for jurisdictional differences in the law, still more only link to paywalled versions of decisions or sources, and some are simply “stubs,” which are brief and incomplete.\textsuperscript{16} These

---

\textsuperscript{14} As of 2019, Westlaw subscriptions for solo practitioners only cover the cases and statutes for practitioners’ state, require a one-year subscription, and start at $1,152.; comparable Lexis subscriptions begin at $900 a year, requires a three-year commitment, and is likewise limited to practitioners’ jurisdiction. Bob Ambrogi, \textit{Price Wars in Legal Research Mean Deals for Small Firms; I Compare Costs}, LAW SITES (May 23, 2019), https://www.lawnext.com/2019/05/price-wars-in-legal-research-mean-deals-for-small-firms-i-compare-costs.html.


variations limit legal articles’ findability, usability, and accessibility, all three of which present challenges—the solution is a powerful pedagogical opportunity. By learning how to edit Wikipedia, law students can investigate legal practice skills like genre discovery, integrate quintessential legal research and writing skills into practice, and instill lasting values of ethical service. While editing Wikipedia may feel far afield from the law school curriculum at first glance, the competencies necessary to edit effectively are central to law school coursework. This practice can be integrated in surprisingly simple but highly impactful ways.

Despite its promise, Wikipedia is far from perfect. Of the 1.5 million biographical articles on Wikipedia English, just 19% are about women.17 Those articles are shorter, less well-sourced, and significantly more likely to be flagged by other editors as “not notable” and nominated for deletion than articles about men.18 Women and nonbinary people are also underrepresented behind the scenes. In 2018, the Wikimedia Foundation released a report concluding that only 8.8% of contributors identified as female and 1% as nonbinary.19 When the rare woman or nonbinary person edits, they may be met with harassment from other editors.20 So-called Wikipedians are aware of the problem: it is meticulously discussed in the 94-footnote Wikipedia article “Gender Bias on Wikipedia,” which cites many of the same sources we do.21 Teaching law students to edit Wikipedia can counter both problems. As of 2016, most law students are women, and their editorial skills are a powerful

---


18 Id.


antidote to gender and other editorial biases reflected in the encyclopedia.\textsuperscript{22}

This Essay makes the case that law students should edit Wikipedia in three parts. Part I explains why traditional legal research is ethically fraught. Colloquially, it’s fraught because the parent companies of the dominant duopoly of subscription services, Westlaw and Lexis, collude with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to exploit undocumented immigrants.\textsuperscript{23} These services, which librarian and scholar Sarah Lamdan refers to as “data cartels,” make some students feel ethically compromised in the colloquial sense.\textsuperscript{24} Editing law-related Wikipedia articles empowers students to improve access to a free, more ethical alternative to these services as effective starting points for legal research.\textsuperscript{25} Part II explores why editing Wikipedia builds crucial legal competencies, including genre discovery, legal research and writing skills, and professional identity formation.\textsuperscript{26} Editing also honors students’ ethical obligations to “cultivate knowledge of the law beyond its use for clients” using a familiar genre of communication at an important moment in the formation of their professional identity.\textsuperscript{27} Part III then turns to the practical question of how law professors can integrate teaching Wikipedia into their already busy syllabi. This Essay concludes that integrating editing Wikipedia into the law school curriculum is not only possible but also important. Law students can transform an influential source of authority and research database

---


\textsuperscript{24} LAMDAN, \textit{DATA CARTELS}, supra note 23. Sarah Lamdan has argued that using these services may also implicate form ethics rules for attorneys. Lamdan, \textit{Ethics in the Era of Big Data Policing}, supra note 23.

\textsuperscript{25} Sometimes Wikipedia also operates as an ending point. See Cohen \textit{supra} note 11.

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{See STANDARDS & RULES OF PROC. FOR APPROVAL OF L. SCHOOLS Standard 303 & 304 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2022-2023).}

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{MODEL RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT, Preamble & Scope 6 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2021)}, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/model_rules_of_professional_conduct_preamble_scope/.
into a more accurate, more accessible resource for legal knowledge while simultaneously transforming into better lawyers.

I. ILLUMINATING THE HARMS OF DATA CARTELS

Unknown to many legal scholars and students, Westlaw and Lexis support the surveillance, incarceration, family separation, and deportation of undocumented immigrants. Each service’s parent corporations, Thompson Reuters and RELX Group, respectively, maintain contracts with ICE for sharing intimate data—such as license plate location data, utility information, and aggregated bundles of personal information like credit history and cell phone subscriber data—that are weaponized by law enforcement routinely. The scale cannot be understated. In 2019, Thompson Reuters alone helped ICE track more than 500,000 people each month to the tune of $30 million in contracts. As of 2021, Lexis’s ICE contracts topped $22.1 million. Reactions to the realization

28 Lamdan, Ethics in the Era of Big Data Policing, supra note 23. The influence of Sarah Lamdan’s advocacy around this issue cannot be overstated. For a deeper dive into these issues, see LAMDAN, DATA CARTELS, supra note 23.


The CUNY Human Rights and Gender Justice Clinic, alongside Mijente, the Immigrant Defense Project, and the Center for Constitutional Rights has filed FOIA requests for additional information about both corporations’ ICE contracts. Ian Head, Freedom of Information Act Request: ICE and DHS Contracts with RELX Group and Thompson Reuters, CTR. CONST. RIGHTS (Sept. 14, 2020), https://ccrjustice.org/sites/default/files/attach/2020/09/ICE_DHS_CCR_FOIA_92020.pdf. It has not been suggested that Westlaw and Lexis share search query data with law enforcement though. It is possible that controversial “keyword subpoenas” could be used by law enforcement to demand stored data from search engines, however, it is not impossible that the services could be compelled to share search data if they save it somewhere. For a deeper dive into keyword warrants, see Corin Faife, Powerful Keyword Warrants Face New Challenge in Deadly Arson Case, THE VERGE (Jul. 1, 2022), https://www.theverge.com/2022/7/1/23191406/denver-arson-google-keyword-warrant-challenge-constitutional-fourth-amendment-privacy.


that using data cartels for legal research is ethically fraught drove activist students to found Law Students Against ICE, an organization dedicated to resisting entrenchment of data cartels on law school campuses that pressured administrators to abandon both services.\textsuperscript{32} However, legal practice coursework and librarian counseling tend to offer few research alternatives.\textsuperscript{33} And, to date, no law schools have divested from the duopoly.

These services pose an existential threat to the safety of immigrants, leading Sarah Lamdan to conclude that “[a]s long as legal research companies play a role in enabling government and ICE surveillance—and it is clear that they do—the legal community should condemn them and replace their products with more ethical


alternatives.” By editing Wikipedia, students can shape one of those more ethical alternatives.

II. IMPROVING ETHICAL ACCESS TO LAW PRESENTS PEDAGOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES

Integrating Wikipedia editing into the law school curriculum strengthens the development and empowerment of future lawyers. Law students traditionally complete coursework in legal research, analysis, and writing in their first year. These courses are meant to teach law students the bread-and-butter of practicing law: to “develop, refine, and articulate their legal analysis in a sophisticated and effective manner,” become “practice-ready,” and graduate with the ability to “write competent legal documents in both the litigation and transactional contexts.” Students continue this journey in second- and third-year coursework in the form of advanced legal writing courses, writing-based seminars, clinics, and other experiential courses in which they practice writing like lawyers under the supervision of faculty.

The ultimate goal of teaching legal research, writing, and analysis in such courses is to produce future lawyers who can effectively and ethically serve clients. After completion, these newly minted attorneys will be equipped to research the law relevant to a set of facts, analyze the law’s application to those facts, and communicate that analysis to multiple audiences. Integrating Wikipedia editing into their curriculum furthers this goal in two ways: first, by teaching genre discovery as part of a lawyer’s core legal research, analysis, and writing skills and second, by instilling ethical service obligations as part of lawyers’ developing

34 Lamdan, Ethics in the Era of Big Data Policing, supra note 23. Doing so is also feminist. See Amanda Levendowski, Defragging Feminist Cyberlaw, 37 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. (forthcoming 2024) (on file with author). Additionally, for some student attorneys, total avoidance for Westlaw and Lexis is impractical and may even create different ethical issues regarding attorneys’ diligence. See MODEL RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT r. 1.3 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2021).


37 See id.
professional identities. Accomplishing these goals while also promoting the larger pedagogical goals of involving law students in access to justice work and developing their professional identity is a unique and powerful opportunity.

A. Investigating Genre Discovery as a Foundational Skill

Genre is a multidisciplinary concept with particular relevance to academic writing and legal discourse. In academic writing, the term “genre” typically refers to a “social genre,” which is a type of written text, such as poetic or literary works, or professional or academic texts. Forms of legal writing—such as memoranda, briefs, and legal opinions—can be best understood as social genres. Each social genre bears unique features because of its communicative circumstances, with one genre bearing different features from another.

In legal discourse, the simplest understanding of genre is as a document type. At its most basic level, legal writing instruction teaches students to identify and draft various document types. Law school legal writing courses or textbooks often include examples such as predictive memoranda, appellate briefs, motion memos, demand letters, or contracts to demonstrate these genres of legal writing. Teaching law students these genres expressly teaches competence within these given genres and implicitly teaches

[38] See IAN BRUCE, ACADEMIC WRITING AND GENRE: A SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS 6, 8 (2008) (taking the perspective of an academic considering the needs of a non-native speaking students who are mastering academic writing in English). “Genre” can also be used to refer to “cognitive genres,” which are, essentially, ways to label rhetorical functions such as reporting information or exposition. See id. at 8, 89.


[40] See Alexa Z. Chew & Craig T. Smith, Border-Crossing: Genre Discovery and the Portability of Legal Writing Instruction, 25 PERSPECTIVES: TEACHING LEGAL RSCH. & WRITING 8, 8 (2016).


transference—the ability to independently discern from prior experiences how to identify and communicate conventions in new, unfamiliar genres. At least, that is the hope.

But there is a flaw in simply teaching legal genres. As Katie Rose Guest Pryal has pointed out, students cannot review, let alone operationalize, all genres before entering practice.43 It simply is not practical to anticipate every possible genre a student may write in practice, and even if it were possible to teach them, doing so may not even be useful. First, there is a reductivity problem. Simply drafting form document types as a law student, then uncritically adopting form documents as a lawyer, transforms legal writing into a reductive process that does not consider a client’s particular needs.44 It removes the analytical portion of a lawyer’s work and falls short of fulfilling ethical obligations to a client, sometimes with professional consequences.45 Second, and relatedly, teaching genres alone glosses over the fact that each document type is complex, circumstantial, and may involve multiple cognitive genres—or multiple rhetorical functions. Finally, genres evolve; a genre’s conventions can change over time.46 Teaching students to adhere to past or current form document types instills the misguided sense that law and legal work is static and hampers transference, keeping students’ skills stagnant. It also fails to account for future evolution in the legal field.

Because a genre-discovery approach addresses the above problems, many skills professors expressly adopt it in their courses, learning objectives, and textbooks. In a genre-discovery approach, students learn to identify an audience and the rhetorical circumstances surrounding a communication, including the exigence, or need for the communication.47 Then students locate examples of a legal genre, examine them, analyze and prioritize its conventions, determine which conventions are applicable to a new audience and set of rhetorical circumstances, then ultimately fulfill the conventions as modified by the writer’s anticipation of the audience and rhetorical circumstances.48 This teaches students to craft communication that addresses new needs thoughtfully and effectively. Students can also be taught to identify and intentionally

43 See Pryal, supra note 39, at 351.
44 See Pryal, supra note 39, at 373.
46 See Pryal, supra note 39, at 362; Chew & Smith, supra note 40.
47 See Pryal, supra note 39, at 360.
48 See id. at 355, 378–80.
engage in the metacognitive processes involved in determining a set of genre conventions.49 These metacognitive processes include reflecting on what they have done, evaluating it, and applying what they have learned to a new exigence.50

Teaching Wikipedia as a genre in legal research, analysis, and writing courses takes the genre-discovery approach to the next level. By using a genre that students are already familiar with outside of law and instilling in them the knowledge that law and client needs are constantly evolving, updating Wikipedia will further elevate legal instruction and address the reductivity, complexity, and evolution problems noted above. It will also allow students to gain facility in a legal resource in use, with a legal audience that crosses borders and cultures.51

B. Integrating Legal Writing Skills

Pairing the genre discovery approach with actual Wikipedia editing engages students in deep, practical consideration of audience and rhetorical circumstance in ways that strengthen their legal research and writing skills. It forces students to grapple with where Wikipedia fits into established hierarchies of authority (and why). Moreover, when set in the universe of Wikipedia editing, the genre-discovery approach assumes the validity of a Wikipedia article as a genre of legal communication and challenges law students, in mastering the genre, to consider a wide-ranging audience, from a judge to a judicial clerk, to a parent in the park.52 It can also challenge students to grapple with the fact that there is a multiplicity of effective approaches within one legal genre.53 For example, a

50 See id. (manuscript at 47-48).
51 See id. (manuscript at 25–27). The authors detail an experiment in which they coordinated the creation of Wikipedia entries on Irish Supreme Court cases, then tracked: 1) whether cases cited in the Wikipedia entries would be cited in subsequent judicial decisions; and 2) whether the content of the decisions would reflect the content of the Wikipedia entries. The answer to both questions was yes, with the qualification that there was an impact on positive citations (i.e., analogies) but not negative citations (i.e., distinction).
52 Challenging students to consider audience in this way may even take a step towards satisfying the new Standard 303(c) of the A.B.A. Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools. See A.B.A. STANDARDS & RULES OF PROC. FOR APPROVAL OF L. SCHOOLS Standard 303(c) (AM. BAR ASS'N 2022-2023).
53 See BRUCE, supra note 38, at 91.
“memo” may mean a document with a Question Presented, Brief Answer, Discussion, and Conclusion. Or, for a different supervisor (audience) and context (rhetorical circumstance), it may mean a document with only some of those parts. In the traditional legal research, analysis, and writing classroom, students are simply told this by professors. In the Wikipedia context, the overarching genre of an article contains many sub-genres, from articles describing television shows to articles on law. In examining the commons that is Wikipedia, readers can see, in real time, conventions of a sub-genre, the evolution of each sub-genre’s conventions, the interplay of different sources of authority, and the plurality of methods that satisfy the conventions.

Editing Wikipedia empowers law students, who are graduate-level students with advanced mastery of language and years of writing experience, to deeply consider audience and rhetorical circumstance, thus challenging them to focus on communicative purposes as to whole texts and writing processes rather than micro-issues such as vocabulary.54 That includes honing the legal research skills necessary to identify influential opinions, articles, and other sources to support their articles.

Writing from a genre-discovery approach also allows for an examination of the rhetorical functions, or cognitive genres, contained in a piece of communication, and thus tests students’ understanding of the complexity of a piece of communication. For example, the “revenge porn” Wikipedia article reflects multiple functions: recount, report, and review. One function is to recount the background of revenge porn by providing sequential information.55 Another is to report on litigation and legislation related to nonconsensual intimate imagery by providing non-sequential information.56 And yet another is to review legal recourse for nonconsensual intimate imagery victims by organizing information in relation to outcomes or choices.57 Teaching law students to examine what every part of a piece of communication accomplishes teaches them to think critically about their own goals in crafting pieces of communication and assure transference of skills to

54 See id. at 6.
55 See Levendowski, supra note 5; BRUCE, supra note 38, at 119.
56 See Levendowski, supra note 5; BRUCE, supra note 38, at 119.
57 See Levendowski, supra note 5; BRUCE, supra note 38, at 119.
students, who in the future, will face changing communicative circumstances.58

Integrating genre discovery with legal writing through editing Wikipedia can provide concrete context to law students about what should be accomplished when they engage in legal writing. It teaches law students to consider norms of communication and audience needs in sub-fields of legal discourse. Genre discovery also creates a basis for transferring legal writing skills from one rhetorical situation to another, as recognized by current legal writing scholars.59 Wikipedia is an unconventional but powerful setting for law students to operationalize genre discovery in their legal writing because it immerses them in a constantly changing genre that, perhaps more than any other text, prepares students for the constantly changing practice of law.

C. Instilling Ethical Service Obligations

Editing Wikipedia helps people research more ethically in the colloquial sense, but it also aligns with lawyers’ formal ethical obligations. Improving legal knowledge on Wikipedia helps other students and other researchers sidestep ethical issues raised by using Westlaw and Lexis. It also proactively promotes ethical practice: nestled in the ABA Model Rules is a radical, and often overlooked, obligation to actively encourage free access to legal information.

One portion of the Model Rules notes that “[a]s a member of a learned profession, a lawyer should cultivate knowledge of the law beyond its use for clients.”60 Editing Wikipedia can reach millions of people globally, providing a powerful way to share knowledge of the law more broadly than in a brief, contract or piece of legislation.

58 See Chew & Smith, supra note 40 at 8, 10–11 (explaining how in their use of the genre-discovery approach, students are provided samples of a genre, then asked to analyze what they see in the samples, note observations in the form of “document maps,” and synthesize the genre’s conventions, thus teaching students a process for anticipating what is needed for a given writing task, even for a genre a student has not seen previously).

59 See generally id.; Pryal, supra note 39.

60 MODEL RULES OF PRO. CONDUCT PREAMBLE & SCOPE (AM. BAR ASS’N 2022). Most jurisdictions have adopted some version of the Preamble, in which these obligations appear. See Am. Bar Ass’n, Preamble: A Lawyer’s Responsibilities, Variations of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (Oct. 21, 2010), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/pic_migrated/preamble.pdf.
That improvement ought to include improving access to legal research, the infrastructure supporting the legal system. Editing Wikipedia articles to be accurate and accessible enables it to become, as Sarah Lamdan suggested, an “ethical alternative” default starting point for legal research. A final portion asks lawyers to “further the public’s understanding of and confidence in the rule of law.”

Editing a freely, publicly available resource to clarify what the law is and how it operates is likely to be more impactful than litigation or published legal scholarship. Taken together, improving access to legal knowledge while improving application of one’s legal skills is a powerful way to satisfy lawyers’ ethical obligations.

III. INTRODUCING WIKIPEDIA INTO THE LAW SCHOOL CURRICULUM

The prior sections of this Essay make the case that Wikipedia helps lawyers and law schools respond to some of the significant challenges posed by the legal academy’s singular reliance on Westlaw and Lexis while also benefiting law students and law professors. This Section explains how to do it.

To be clear, we know that proposing additions to the well-established, heavily regimented law school curriculum is easy but that implementing those changes is hard. We also know first-hand that professors teaching skills-based courses are routinely asked to cover more “topics” or “skills” without a commensurate increase in class time or credit allocations. That said, it is possible, practical, and powerful. We know because we have done it. This Section outlines concrete ways to incorporate Wikipedia editing at different
touchpoints during the law school experience. Some of these suggestions are just ideas. Others are classroom-tested exercises and lessons that successfully integrated Wikipedia into our courses. This Section begins by identifying how teaching Wikipedia can be seamlessly introduced in the first-year legal research and writing course. It then illustrates the many different ways that Wikipedia can be integrated into both doctrinal and skills-based courses in the second and third year.

A. First-Year Legal Research & Writing

The logical place to introduce Wikipedia as a genre of legal communication is in first-year legal research and writing courses. Wikipedia is both a source of authority and a genre of legal communication—two foundational concepts taught in most first-year legal research and writing courses. Beyond that, these courses typically introduce Westlaw and Lexis as the primary tools of legal research because of their outsized role in the legal system and the reality that these companies provide their services to law students at no cost. More than that, Wikipedia is often covered, at least in passing, in discussions about hierarchy of authority and the difference between primary and secondary sources of authority. Students are also typically familiar with Wikipedia before they step foot in law school classrooms. Using Wikipedia as a teaching tool in these courses therefore can be effective even in an overstretched curriculum.

For example, in one of our first-year legal writing classroom this past fall, students—as a class—were asked to spend one class meeting expanding a Wikipedia article on trade secrets to include a fifty-state survey including statutes and cases. The students were already familiar with trade secret law from an earlier memo assignment. Specifically, in that class, the professor asked his students to use the research and writing experience they gained earlier in the semester to source and start the survey to add to the Wikipedia article on trade secrets that previously only referenced nationwide trends. This task would have taken a single individual

---


many hours to create, but a class of 57 students was able to complete this research in less than 30 minutes. This exercise operated as a kind of collaborative capstone project for the course. It served as the basis for a discussion reviewing techniques for dealing with new genres students might be asked to communicate through in the future, as well as a chance to apply research and writing skills covered in the course. It also showed students that they could (and should) contribute to the body of legal knowledge given their own knowledge and experience doing legal research. Students found this experience enlightening. As one student in this class put it well, “the assignment showed me how I can directly apply the skills I’m learning in legal writing to produce some positive benefit for others and at that point of the semester it was really nice to be reminded of that,” and she learned that “we can all play a role in making information more accessible. A somewhat obvious point but not something I think about much in the midst of everything that happens in 1L.”

There are any number of other ways that professors of these courses could supplement or reframe existing exercises to integrate Wikipedia editing. Early in the semester, Wikipedia can be used as an example that helps introduce the concept of genre discovery. Unlike opinions and memoranda, the vast majority of law students come to law school as regular consumers of Wikipedia who are familiar with the conventions of the genre. More than that, students may also come with experience as writers in the genre either in their undergraduate education, where Wikipedia editing is increasingly taught, or based on personal experience.

Wikipedia can also be used to help teach authority as the foundational building block of legal research and writing. Including Wikipedia in the discussion about hierarchy of authority, primary and secondary authority, and binding and persuasive

---

67 One of us got her start editing Wikipedia through a college class, which was supported by WikiEdu.
68 See Amy J. Griffin, Dethroning the Hierarchy of Authority, 97 OR. L. REV. 51, 52 (2018).
authority puts into perspective how to use (and importantly how *not* to use) Wikipedia and other crowdsourced information as a legal writer. Discussing Wikipedia also allows a discussion of the benefits and challenges of tools like Westlaw and Lexis which are otherwise seen as freely accessible sources to law students even though that is not true outside of the law school context. Finding ways for students to create as opposed to merely consume Wikipedia articles has the potential to make the discussion of authority more concrete. Finally, after discussing citation and rewriting for conciseness, students could be asked to more fully source or edit a legal Wikipedia article that is already written.

We are of course not proposing that legal research and writing professors should do *all* of these things. Rather this is a proof of concept that pedagogical innovation is possible, and teaching Wikipedia editing provides a path to better achieve course objectives, better introduce access to justice concepts, and better promote professional identity and ethical goals without watering down traditional legal research and writing curricula.

B. Second- and Third-Year Courses

Opportunities to integrate Wikipedia as both a societal benefit and pedagogical tool only increase in higher-level courses. In one of our courses, second- and third-year clinic students are given a topic related to their interest in intellectual property or information policy and asked to improve it during one two-hour class session. Students gain comfort with the mechanics of editing by creating their online biographies and leaving messages for their professor. When they’re ready, students proceed to refine grammar and sentence structure (called “wikiGnome” edits), add authority, format and integrate open-source citations, and revise the article substantively to clearly, concisely capture the core elements of the legal topic. It’s an effective exercise. Students report that learning how to edit Wikipedia is “one of the most useful skills I have learned in law school. Not only does it provide great practice writing articles for non-legal audiences, but it also allows us to share our legal

---


71 Since 2019, more than 25 students in the Intellectual Property and Information Policy (iPIP) Clinic have edited Wikipedia.
knowledge with the world for free, which has implications for access to justice. I wish I had learned this sooner.\textsuperscript{72}

More advanced coursework may create space for students to write entire articles about new legal issues, impactful as a means of applying students’ doctrinal and historical knowledge to contemporary legal developments. Students may create, improve, or expand Wikipedia articles to apply their own knowledge and contribute to the collective knowledge of lawyers, law students, and the general public alike. One easy, effective way to operationalize this option is encouraging students to integrate research underpinning their academic seminar papers into more colloquial yet equally well-researched articles that expand the scope \textit{and} audience of their legal research, as well as amplify its potential impact—not unlike the revenge porn article, which was drafted parallel to an advanced copyright course. With intentional pedagogical investment, editing Wikipedia becomes a superpower that transcends the classroom door. Students may choose to contribute to the knowledge commons on their own time as part of the professional identity exploration that is crucial to legal education.\textsuperscript{73} (The clinic student quoted above did: he created the article about the second woman admitted to the Pennsylvania bar and two more women attorneys.)\textsuperscript{74}

Once outfitted with the how and the why, law students are more likely to participate in this important process of knowledge transformation on their own time—and as part of the professional identity exploration that is so crucial to legal education. Engaging in this editorial practice in law school encourages lawyers to continue contributing to free, public legal knowledge in effective and efficient ways.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

Wikipedia has the power to transform how lawyers, law students, and the public engage with legal information. For lawyers seeking to engage in more ethical research practices, Wikipedia is unlikely to supplant Westlaw and Lexis in the near term. While

\textsuperscript{72} Email from iPIP Clinic Student to Amanda Levendowski, Assoc. Professor of L. (Mar. 23, 2021 (on file with author).


critical legal research scholars have critiqued overreliance on algorithms underlying both subscription services, legal researchers depend on their fast, easy, effective results. Proprietary case-finding tools, like Headnotes and Key Numbers, make it simple to skim cases and identify other relevant ones quickly. Researchers may believe that Wikipedia could never touch these tools. However, Wikipedia has two systems that could function similarly: Categories and WikiProjects. Categories are identified at the bottoms of articles, which can connect researchers with other relevant topics. The categories for the “revenge porn” article are pornography, Internet culture, sex and the law, and human rights abuses, which guide readers to indexes of other articles tagged with those categories. Further, articles’ Talk pages often include WikiProjects, which unite editors working on certain topics and connect readers to related articles and other WikiProjects. WikiProjects affiliated with “revenge porn” are Feminism, Pornography, Gender Studies, Law, and Crime. These systems are currently blunter than those of Westlaw and Lexis, but editors can propose new ones. Over time, law student editors could coordinate on best practices for Categories and WikiProjects to increase their usability as means to find the law, not just stumble across it.

In the digital town square, the public is constantly engaged by reporting that relies on sophisticated legal communication like memoranda, motions, briefs, contracts, legislation, testimony, and judicial opinions. Due to the expensive, exclusionary nature of data cartels, however, the public often cannot access the underlying documents, let alone contextualize the legal information within


them. While free, public resources and websites do provide legal information, the public rarely knows how to navigate websites like SCOTUSBlog, Justia or Congressional websites—they may not even know such websites exist. But the public does know how to fall down rabbit holes on Wikipedia. With the help of law students, Wikipedia can meet the public where they’re at and become a powerful conduit for improving access to legal information. By learning how to edit Wikipedia, students apply their legal practice skills to serve the public, who are the intended beneficiaries of the law.

As we’ve seen in our classrooms, Wikipedia works. Students engage in genre discovery, including creating and strengthening legal texts for lay audiences. They explore legal research and writing, putting hard-earned skills into practice. And they embrace promoting access to knowledge, bringing them into further alignment with their legal ethics obligations. Most of our students report that they wish to continue editing beyond the course—they simply wished they’d learned how to edit Wikipedia sooner. Our hope is that you will join us in teaching them how.

80 Amanda is working on the Legal Information Pledge (LIP), which would pledge journalists to providing free, public version of all underlying legal documents used in reporting stories.

81 PACER users can create free, public copies of downloaded documents using the Free Law Project’s RECAP tool. RECAP is PACER backwards. See Advanced RECAP Search, RECAP, https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/ (last visited May 23, 2023); RECAP Project: Turning PACER Around, FREE LAW PROJECT, https://free.law/recap (last visited May 23, 2023). For a deeper dive into just citation methods that rely on free, public legal research resources, see Amanda Levendowski, Just Citation, 39 BERKELEY J. GENDER, L. & JUST. (forthcoming 2024).


83 The Wikimedia Foundation provides an entire project dedicating to helping professors introduce Wikipedia into their classrooms. See Wiki Education Dashboard, WIKIPEDIA (Jan. 13, 2023), https://dashboard.wikiedu.org/. We are also always available by email to discuss editing.